
 

 

STAY AND TRANSFER IN PRIVATE HISTORIC BOAT 

Voucher valid all year, until 30/12/23, with the following characteristics based on the periods 

550 € 

 

Low season 

Two night stay, for two people in a Deluxe, Small Canal View double room  

in Room Only arrangement 

1 one-way transfer (or return) with our historic private boat for two people. 

The transfer can be used during the stay to reach our hotel Palazzo Stern****S, 

where we will be happy to offer guests an aperitif on the beautiful terrace overlooking the Grand Canal 

or 

at the Locanda Vivaldi****S, where we will be happy to offer guests an aperitif on the terrace with a 

magnificent view of the San Marco Basin. 

 

Mid-season 

One night stay for two people in a Deluxe, Small Canal View double room 

 in Room Only arrangement 

1 one-way transfer (or return) by historic private boat for two people. 

The transfer can be used during the stay to reach our hotel Palazzo Stern****S, 

where we will be happy to offer guests an aperitif on the beautiful terrace overlooking the Grand Canal 

or 

at the Locanda Vivaldi****S, where we will be happy to offer guests an aperitif on the terrace with a 

magnificent view of the San Marco Basin. 

 

One dinner per person, inclusive of 

STARTER, A MAIN COURSE OF YOUR CHOICE BETWEEN FIRST AND SECOND, WATER AND COFFEE. 



 

 

High season 

One night stay for two people in a Deluxe double room  

in Room Only arrangement 

1 one-way transfer (or return) by historic private boat for two people. 

The transfer can be used during the stay to reach our hotel Palazzo Stern****S, 

where we will be happy to offer guests an aperitif on the beautiful terrace overlooking the Grand Canal 

or 

at the Locanda Vivaldi****S, where we will be happy to offer guests an aperitif on the terrace with a 

magnificent view of the San Marco Basin. 

 

*** 

We can customize the voucher, according to the budget and according to the different needs. For example, 

it is possible to include the Continental breakfast or Full breakfast; the car park, which we have here at our 

Santa Chiara hotel, overlooking the Grand Canal (the only hotel in Venice to have a private car park). It is 

possible to add dinner at Palazzo Stern, overlooking the Grand Canal, or at the Locanda Vivaldi on the terrace 

with a magnificent view of the San Marco Basin; book a superior category room, add a guided tour with a 

private guide dedicated to guests, etc..) 

 

 

The City tax is excluded from the proposed rates, (4.50 euros per person, per day), and is to be paid directly 

by the customer upon departure. 

The availability of the room and services are on request and require reservations, so we kindly ask guests to 

contact the property at least 15 days before the check-in date to check availability. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 Alternatively we can offer: 

VOUCHER DINNER in ONE OF OUR HOTELS IN VENICE HISTORICAL CENTER WITH A VIEW 

1 one-way transfer by private boat from the pier of the Hotel Santa Chiara****S (www.hotelsantachiara.it), 

to the restaurant 

Dinner for two here at Palazzo Stern****S (www.palazzostern.it) overlooking the Grand Canal or  

at the Locanda Vivaldi****S hotel with a romantic view of the San Marco basin  

 

Dinner includes an appetizer, a first course, a glass of wine, water and coffee. 

 

€ 250.00 

The voucher can be used all year round, subject to boat availability and except on days when events are organised. 

 

*** 

 

Alternatively, we can create a voucher of a certain value of your choice, which the customer can use for a 

stay with us. 

The voucher can be used at any time of the year, by 31/12/23. The value of the voucher will be indicated 

on the voucher. 

 

 

We ask for the payment of the vouchers upon confirmation and the amount is non-refundable. 

At the time of confirmation we will prepare the voucher in pdf with all the services included, if it is a gift, 

for example, we can personalize it with the name of the guests. 

 

Hotel Santa Chiara****S:  

+390415206955; 

 info@hotelsantachiara.it 

 

mailto:info@hotelsantachiara.it

